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Peptide-specific recognition of human
cytomegalovirus strains controls adaptive
natural killer cells
Quirin Hammer 1, Timo Rückert1, Eva Maria Borst2, Josefine Dunst3, André Haubner1, Pawel Durek4,5,
Frederik Heinrich6, Gilles Gasparoni7, Marina Babic1, Adriana Tomic2, Gabriella Pietra 8,9,
Mikalai Nienen10, Igor Wolfgang Blau11, Jörg Hofmann12,13, Il-Kang Na11,14,15, Immo Prinz 16,
Christian Koenecke 16,17, Philipp Hemmati11, Nina Babel10,18, Renate Arnold11, Jörn Walter7,
Kevin Thurley19, Mir-Farzin Mashreghi6, Martin Messerle 2 and Chiara Romagnani 1,20*
Natural killer (NK) cells are innate lymphocytes that lack antigen-specific rearranged receptors, a hallmark of adaptive lymphocytes. In some people infected with human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), an NK cell subset expressing the activating receptor NKG2C undergoes clonal-like expansion that partially resembles anti-viral adaptive responses. However, the viral ligand
that drives the activation and differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells has remained unclear. Here we found that adaptive
NKG2C+ NK cells differentially recognized distinct HCMV strains encoding variable UL40 peptides that, in combination with
pro-inflammatory signals, controlled the population expansion and differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells. Thus, we propose that polymorphic HCMV peptides contribute to shaping of the heterogeneity of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cell populations
among HCMV-seropositive people.

N

atural killer (NK) cells are cytotoxic innate immune cells
that contribute to early immune responses to viral infection1.
Their role in host protection is highlighted by patients with
primary NK cell deficiencies, who suffer severe and disseminated
viral infections caused by herpesviruses such as human cytomegalovirus (HCMV)2. Those findings have been supported by studies of
the murine CMV (MCMV) infection model3.
HCMV has a high prevalence in the adult human population
and establishes lifelong latency in healthy people. The host innate
immune system and adaptive immune system jointly have a crucial
role in restraining viral replication and preventing disease but do
not eliminate the virus, which in turn engages in a dynamic interaction with the host that results in drastically imprinted immune-cell
repertoires relative to those of uninfected people4.
In accordance with those findings, Ly49H+ NK cells from
C57BL/6 mice have been shown to undergo population expansion
and adaptation in response to MCMV infection3. Similarly, HCMV
seropositivity is associated with a skewed repertoire of human NK
cells, and expression of the activating receptor CD94–NKG2C
(NKG2C) marks a well-characterized subset of NK cells adapted

to HCMV infection that have consequently been called ‘adaptive
NK cells’5–7. Apart from being characterized by NKG2C expression,
adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells display altered receptor profiles and
remodeled epigenetic landscapes relative to those of conventional
NK cells5–11. In contrast to the mouse infection model, in which the
MCMV protein m157 has been established as the ligand for the activating receptor Ly49H12,13, an HCMV ligand that drives the specific
population expansion and differentiation of human NKG2C+ NK
cells has not been identified. The non-classical major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecule HLA-E serves as cognate
ligand for NKG2C as well as for its inhibitory counterpart CD94–
NKG2A (NKG2A)14–16 and has been reported to elicit effector functions in adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells6 as well as to contribute to
their population expansion in vitro17,18. Cell-surface stabilization of
HLA-E requires loading with peptides, which can be derived from
the signal sequences of MHC class I molecules19 or other proteins20
at steady state. In addition to host peptides, UL40 in HCMV has
been found to encode HLA-E-stabilizing peptides that partially
mimic MHC class I signal sequences21–24. While HCMV-mediated
downregulation of HLA class I aims to evade recognition by CD8+
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T cells, HCMV additionally provides UL40-derived peptides, which
permit maintenance of HLA-E surface expression on infected cells
and thereby preserve inhibition of NK cell activation via engagement of NKG2A. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that co-transfection of UL40 and HLA-E into fibroblasts confers protection against
NKG2A+ NK cell lines and that infection of fibroblasts with UL40competent HCMV inhibits the cytotoxic activity of NKG2A+ NK
cells21–24. However, whether NKG2C can recognize UL40 peptides
during HCMV infection and whether such recognition results in
the activation of NKG2C+ NK cells has remained unclear. HLAE-stabilizing nonameric peptides derived from either HLA class I
or UL40 share conserved residues at amino-acid positions 2 and 9,
while substitutions at positions 5 and 8 have been shown to alter
the binding of peptide–HLA-E complexes to CD94 heterodimers
with NKG2A or NKG2C in structural and biochemical analyses25–30.
Conversely, analysis of peptides affecting the functional recognition
of HLA-E-expressing cells by NKG2A and NKG2C has been confined to NK cell clones28–30. The extent to which peptide recognition
can affect NK cell–mediated immune responses and whether distinct peptides can drive differential activation, population expansion, differentiation and heterogeneity of adaptive NKG2C+ NK
cells during HCMV infection remain outstanding questions.
Here we found that adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells displayed fine
peptide specificity and were able to selectively recognize HCMV
strains that differed by a single substitution in the HLA-E-binding
UL40-derived peptide during infection. We further demonstrated
that distinct peptides controlled the degree of proliferation of
NKG2C+ NK cells and, in synergy with pro-inflammatory cytokines, enabled the accumulation and differentiation of NKG2C+ NK
cells from HCMV-seronegative (HCMV–) donors. These findings
identify UL40-encoded peptides as variable viral factors involved in
shaping the NK cell compartment, which can potentially generate
vast inter-individual heterogeneity in HCMV-infected people, and
suggest that the activation and population expansion of adaptive
NKG2C+ NK cells represents a host adaptation to counteract evasion of the immune system by HCMV.

Results

Sequence variation in HCMV UL40–encoded peptides. Healthy
HCMV+ donors display an elevated frequency of NKG2C-expressing
NK cells with an altered receptor-combination profile, which is suggested to reflect an adaptation of NK cells to HCMV infection31. This
adaptive NK cell phenotype includes higher expression of the adhesion molecule CD2 and down-modulation of not only the inhibitory
receptors Siglec-7 and NKG2A but also the signaling adaptor Fcε
R1γ5–8,10,11. However, both the frequency of NKG2C+ NK cells and
their CD2+Siglec-7–NKG2A–FcεR1γ– phenotype were prominently
heterogeneous among the population of HCMV+ people5–8,10,11,
as indicated by the respective coefficient of variation for each
(Supplementary Fig. 1a,b). This heterogeneity suggested the involvement of variable host or HCMV factors in the population expansion
and differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells among different
donors. In a quest to identify viral factors that drive this phenomenon, we performed an integrated analysis of 217 clinical isolates
obtained by combining sequencing of viral UL40 DNA with a metaanalysis of reported HCMV isolates. Our analysis confirmed considerable heterogeneity in the repertoire of UL40-encoded peptides30,32,
and the sequences VMAPRTLIL, VMAPRTLLL and VMAPRTLVL
(altered positions underlined) were the most commonly represented (Fig. 1a,b), while 30.9% of the strains expressed alternative
and not-yet-described HCMV UL40–encoded sequences, such as
VMAPRTLLM, VMGPRTLLL, VMAPWTLLL or VMAPRTLFL
(Fig. 1a and Supplementary Table 1).
UL40 peptides control the activation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK
cells. We next sought to determine whether considerable sequence
454

variability within the HCMV UL40 region would affect the ability
to stabilize HLA-E and to activate NKG2C+ NK cells. To address
this question, we used RMA-S cells (mouse tumor cells deficient
in the antigen processing transporter TAP) transfected to express
human β2-microglobulin and HLA-E (RMA-S–HLA-E cells) and
pulsed those cells with the following selection of peptides from the
sequence analysis: VMAPRTLIL, VMAPRTLVL, VMAPRTLFL and
VMAPQSLLL (the last served as control due to its poor interaction with NKG2 receptors)30. Stimulation of purified NK cells with
peptide-pulsed RMA-S–HLA-E cells revealed that VMAPRTLVL,
VMAPRTLIL and VMAPRTLFL differentially triggered expression of the effector molecules TNF (tumor-necrosis factor), IFN-γ
(interferon-γ) and CD107a (as a measure of degranulation) and
the chemokine CCL3 by adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells from healthy
HCMV+ donors, while no activation was detected when we used
VMAPQSLLL-pulsed RMA-S–HLA-E cells. Notably, we consistently observed a gradient in the ability of the peptides to induce
effector functions in NKG2C+ NK cells (VMAPRTLFL >  VMAPR
TLIL >  VMAPRTLVL) (Fig. 1c,d), and differential activation was
also detected in cytotoxicity assays (Supplementary Fig. 1d). The
ability of peptides to activate NKG2C+ NK cells with different efficiency did not depend on their intrinsic ability to bind HLA-E and,
with the exception of VMAPQSLLL, the UL40-encoded peptides
analyzed stabilized HLA-E equally at saturating concentrations
(Supplementary Fig. 1e). Furthermore, the use of the NetMHC 4.0
algorithm33 predicted comparable binding affinities for the viral
peptides (Supplementary Fig. 1f), and pulse–chase experiments
demonstrated that the decay in surface expression of HLA-E on
VMAPRTLIL-pulsed cells followed kinetics identical to those of its
decay on VMAPRTLFL-pulsed cells (Supplementary Fig. 1g). Along
those lines, pulsing of RMA-S–HLA-E cells with sub-optimal concentrations of peptides resulted in consistently greater activation of
adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells by VMAPRTLFL than by VMAPRTLIL
(Fig. 1e), even at concentrations at which VMAPRTLIL was able to
more efficiently stabilize HLA-E (Supplementary Fig. 1h). In further
confirmation of specific receptor-mediated recognition, the activation was restricted to NKG2C+ NK cells and was entirely inhibited
in the presence of a blocking antibody to CD94 (Supplementary
Fig. 1i,j). Since both NKG2A and NKG2C can recognize peptide–
HLA-E complexes, we cultured purified NK cells together with
peptide-pulsed K562 human myelogenous leukemia cells transfected to express HLA-E (K562–HLA-E cells). In contrast to mouse
RMA-S cells, human K562 cells represent susceptible targets for all
human NK cells, which renders this experimental platform optimally tailored for side-by-side analysis of the activation of adaptive
NKG2C+ NK cells and inhibition of conventional NKG2C–NKG2A+
NK cells. In contrast to the activation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK
cells, NKG2C–NKG2A+ NK cells did not preferentially respond to
VMAPRTLFL-pulsed K562–HLA-E cells (Supplementary Fig. 1k),
which suggested different functional abilities of NKG2C and
NKG2A after interaction with peptide–HLA-E complexes. Together
these data demonstrated that the HCMV isolates encoded a broad
range of HLA-E-stabilizing peptides and that the recognition of distinct peptide–HLA-E complexes controlled the activation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells.
Co-stimulatory requirements of sub-optimal peptides. Since NK
cells generally rely on cross-linking of multiple receptors for proficient activation, we next investigated whether differences in peptide recognition could be overcome by co-engagement of additional
NK cell receptors. Stimulation with peptide-pulsed K562–HLA-E
cells, which express a broad range of ligands for NK cell receptors,
resulted in overall amplified activation of NKG2C+ cells, while the
hierarchy among peptides was maintained (Supplementary Fig. 2a).
Since effector function was substantially decreased by blockade of
the co-stimulatory LFA-3–CD2 axis11 (Supplementary Fig. 2b,c), we
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Fig. 1 | Sequence variations in HCMV UL40-encoded peptides control the activation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells. a,b, Integrated analysis of 165
published and 52 newly determined peptide sequences encoded by HCMV UL40, showing the repertoire and the frequency of six peptides (perimeter; a),
and the peptide sequence ‘logo’ (n =217 sequences) (b); red indicates altered amino acids at position 8, and green indicates alterations in positions 5 and
6 of the control peptide. c, Flow-cytometry staining of purified NK cells obtained from HCMV+ donors and cultured in medium alone (Medium) or with
RMA-S–HLA-E cells left unpulsed (No peptide) or pulsed with selected UL40 peptides from a (horizontal axis); adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells gated as viable
CD56dimNKG2A–CD57+KIR+NKG2C+ cells (gating strategy, Supplementary Fig. 1c). d, Frequency of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells expressing each marker in c,
as a summary of effector function. Lines connect symbols representing individual donors. e, Frequency of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells expressing activation
markers (as in c), among purified NK cells obtained from HCMV+ donors and cultured with RMA-S–HLA-E cells pulsed with increasing concentrations
(horizontal axis) of three peptides (key), as a summary of effector function; adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells gated as viable CD56dimNKG2A–CD57+NKG2C+ cells.
Each symbol indicates an individual data point. NS, not significant (P > 0.05); *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <0.001 and ****P <0.0001 (for VMAPRTLIL versus
VMAPRTLFL in e) (Friedman test with Dunn’s post-test (d) or two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction (e)).
Data are from eight independent experiments with n =15 donors (c,d) or three independent experiments with n =6 donors (e; mean ± s.e.m.).

next investigated whether peptides recognized with low or intermediate functional avidity could benefit more from co-stimulation via
CD2; for this, we used RMA-S–HLA-E cells transfected to express
human LFA-3 (RMA-S–HLA-E–LFA-3 cells). While stimulation
with VMAPRTLFL-pulsed RMA-S–HLA-E cells was sufficient
to induce consistent co-expression of multiple effector molecules
(CCL3, CD107a, IFN-γand TNF) even in the absence of co-stimulation, engagement of CD2 was needed to elicit polyfunctional
responses after stimulation with the VMAPRTLIL variant (Fig. 2).
These findings highlighted the conclusion that recognition of the
VMAPRTLFL peptide was sufficient to induce maximal functionality of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells but that engagement of the costimulatory receptor CD2 was able to lower the activation threshold
and enable peptides such as VMAPRTLIL to optimally trigger multiple effector functions in adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells.

HCMV peptides are recognized differentially during infection. To ascertain whether distinct UL40-encoded peptides could
be recognized differentially by adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells during
infection, we re-inserted the genes US2–US6 (which encode immunomodulatory molecules) into the bacterial artificial chromosome
TB40-BAC4 (which contains the genome of the HCMV strain
TB40/E) and modified the resulting repaired TB40 (TB40R) HCMV
strain to encode VMAPQSLLL, VMAPRTLIL or VMAPRTLFL in
UL40 (Fig. 3a). After infection of primary human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) with those HCMV strains, UL40 transcripts were abundantly present as early as 16 h after infection
(Supplementary Fig. 3a). The genetically modified viruses were
equally efficient in infecting HUVECs (Fig. 3b,c) and in modulating surface expression of HLA class I (Supplementary Fig. 3b). In
line with published reports34, infection of HUVECs with HCMV
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Fig. 2 | Co-stimulatory signals are needed to elicit polyfunctionality of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells after engagement with sub-optimal peptides. a, Flow
cytometry of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells (gated as viable CD56dimNKG2A–CD57+KIR+NKG2C+ cells) obtained from HCMV+ donors and cultured with
VMAPRTLIL-pulsed RMA-S–HLA-E cells (left) or RMA-S–HLA-E–LFA-3 cells (right) (above plots), assessing co-expression of CCL3 and TNF or of CD107a
and IFN–γ. b, Function(s) (wedges in plot; left key) and combinatorial expression of CCL3, CD107a, IFN-γand TNF (‘arcs’ along perimeter of plot; right
key) of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells (gated as in a) obtained from HCMV+ donors and cultured with RMA-S–HLA-E cells or RMA-S–HLA-E–LFA-3 cells
(left margin) left unpulsed (No peptide) or pulsed with VMAPRTLIL or VMAPRTLFL (above plots). c, Frequency of polyfunctional CCL3+CD107a+IFN-γ
+
TNF+ cells among adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells as in b (below plot). Lines connect symbols representing individual donors. d, Co-stimulation of adaptive
NKG2C+ NK cells as in b (below plot), calculated as the ratio of polyfunctionality induced by RMA-S–HLA-E–LFA-3 cells to that induced by RMA-S–HLA-E
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representative of four independent experiments with n =8 donors (a) or are from four independent experiments with n =8 donors (b,c; median values in b)
or four independent experiments with n =7 donors (d).

did not result in upregulation of HLA-E (Supplementary Fig. 3c).
Notably, adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells displayed significantly higher
expression of TNF, IFN-γ
, CD107a and CCL3 in response to
HUVECs infected with TB40R encoding the VMAPRTLFL peptide than in response to HUVECs infected with TB40R encoding
the other peptides, while the TB40R variant modified to express
the VMAPRTLIL sequence elicited slightly greater activation of
456

selected effector functions than did the VMAPQSLLL-encoding
HCMV strain (Supplementary Fig. 3d). The differential activation
of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells by HUVECs infected with distinct
HCMV strains was further enhanced by pre-treatment of NK cells
with IFN-α, which can prime anti-viral functions35 (Fig. 3d,e). In
contrast, NKG2C– NK cells were not affected by viral variants even
after being primed with IFN-α(Supplementary Fig. 3e). These
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Fig. 3 | Adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells recognize HCMV-encoded peptides differentially during infection. a, Construct engineering: US2–US6 (below right)
were re-inserted into TB40-BAC4 to generate repaired TB40 (TB40R), and nucleotide variations encoding various peptides (below left) were introduced
within the UL40 sequence. Cre, Cre recombinase. b,c, Flow-cytometry staining of the HCMV immediate-early antigen (HCMV-IE) in viable HUVECs
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findings suggested that single amino-acid substitutions within the
UL40 protein were recognized differentially by adaptive NKG2C+
NK cells during infection and indicated that naturally occurring
mutations in UL40 resulted in modulation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK
cell responses.
Signals that drive the accumulation of NKG2C+ NK cells. To
determine whether peptide recognition not only affected the differential activation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells from HCMV+ donors
but could also influence the extent of the proliferation of NKG2C+
NK cells from HCMV– people, we cultured purified CD56dim NK
cells from healthy HCMV– donors together with peptide-pulsed
target cells in the presence of the survival factor IL-15. In the
absence of co-stimulation, only the VMAPRTLFL peptide significantly induced elevated division of NKG2C+ NK cells (P <  0.005
(Friedman test with Dunn’s post-test); Supplementary Fig. 4a,b).
However, co-engagement of CD2 by RMA-S–HLA-E–LFA-3 target
cells acted in synergy with peptide recognition and enabled both

the VMAPRTLIL peptide and the VMAPRTLFL peptide to drive
consistently greater proliferation of NKG2C+ NK cells than the proliferation induced by VMAPQSLLL (Fig. 4a–c and Supplementary
Fig. 4c). Elevated cell division was reflected in a greater absolute
number, but not frequency, of NKG2C+ NK cells after 7 d and 14 d of
culture (Fig. 4d,e and Supplementary Fig. 4d–f). In vivo, CMV generates a systemic inflammatory milieu36 that is required for the generation of MCMV-specific adaptive Ly49H+ mouse NK cells37. The
integration of pro-inflammatory signals by the short-term addition
of cytokines IL-12 and IL-18 (IL-12 plus IL-18) to VMAPRTLILor VMAPRTLFL-pulsed target cells resulted in a greater frequency
and number of NKG2C+ NK cells than that induced by the nonactivating VMAPQSLLL peptide (Fig. 5a–c), indicative of a permissive role for pro-inflammatory cytokine signals in the accumulation
of NKG2C+ cells in a peptide-dependent fashion. In the early culture period, the presence of IL-12 plus IL-18 led to the progressive
loss of NK cells independently of peptide recognition, while at later
time points, engagement of NKG2C by VMAPRTLFL restored the
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number of cells, which resulted in an increased frequency of
NKG2C+ NK cells (Fig. 5d,e and Supplementary Fig. 5a).
In order to gain quantitative understanding of the observations reported above, we modified the Gett–Hodgkin model38 of
lymphocyte proliferation and accumulation dynamics to explicitly
take into account cell division and cell death as well as non-dividing, dying cells. Through the use of experimentally determined
precursor frequencies (Supplementary Fig. 5b,c) and division
times, as well as death rates, as fitting parameters, the model was
able to describe the data experimentally obtained in the first week
of culture, both in the presence of IL-12 plus IL-18 signals (Fig. 5f)
and in their absence (Supplementary Fig. 5d). Without varying cell-division times and death rates being taken into account,
experimental differences in the precusor frequency alone could
not explain the observed dynamics in the number of NKG2C+ NK
cells (Supplementary Fig. 5e,f). In the absence of IL-12 plus IL-18,
model analysis revealed shorter division times after culture with
VMAPRTLFL-pulsed cells than after culture with VMAPQSLLLpulsed cells, while inferred cell-death rates were similar in these
conditions (Supplementary Fig. 5d). Provision of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-12 and IL-18 during the initial phase of culture resulted in substantially accelerated division of NKG2C+ NK
cells induced by VMAPRTLFL, while death rates were higher in the
presence of VMAPQSLLL than after pulsing with VMAPRTLFL
(Fig. 5f). Thus, our mathematical modeling analysis suggested
that the experimentally observed faster onset of proliferation and
increased absolute number of NKG2C+ NK cells in response to
VMAPRTLFL-pulsed cells could largely be explained by accelerated cell division, and that presence of IL-12 plus IL-18 resulted in
slightly less cell death after pulsing with VMAPRTLFL than after
pulsing with VMAPQSLLL.
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Collectively, these data showed that combined recognition of distinct HCMV peptides and pro-inflammatory cytokines controlled
the accumulation of NKG2C+ NK cells relative to that of NKG2C–
NK cells from HCMV– donors, which potentially contributed to the
variable size of the adaptive NKG2C+ NK cell population observed
in healthy HCMV+ people.
Signals that guide the adaptive differentiation of NK cells. Since
peptide recognition was needed to enable the accumulation of
NKG2C+ NK cells from HCMV– donors in the presence of IL-12
plus IL-18, we assessed the individual and combined contributions of the potent VMAPRTLFL peptide and of pro-inflammatory
cytokines to initiation of the differentiation of adaptive NK cells.
While culture with VMAPRTLFL alone had only mild effects, the
combination of VMAPRTLFL with IL-12 plus IL-18 skewed the
expression of several previously reported phenotypic markers of
adaptive NK cells5–11, including CD2, Siglec-7, ‘educating’ KIR (i.e.,
self MHC–specific KIR), Syk and CD161, preferentially in NKG2C+
cells (Fig. 6a,b and Supplementary Fig. 6a). Moreover, short stimulation with IL-12 plus IL-18 had a predominant role in inducing
the downregulation of FcεR1γand the lymphoid marker CD7 in
both NKG2C+ cells and NKG2C– cells (Supplementary Fig. 6a,b).
In contrast, other factors might control the dynamics of NKG2A
and the activating receptor DNAM-1 in vivo, since their expression
was variable after in vitro culture (Supplementary Fig. 6a,b). Thus,
stimulation with peptide plus pro-inflammatory cytokines partly
recapitulated the skewed receptor phenotype observed in adaptive
NKG2C+ NK cells from HCMV+ people.
Adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells are not only characterized by an
altered receptor profile but also display broader transcriptional and
epigenetic remodeling, including hypo-methylation of the IFNG
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regulatory locus CNS19,11. Indeed, stimulation of NK cells from
HCMV– donors with VMAPRTLFL and IL-12 plus IL-18 resulted in
distinctly less methylation of IFNG CNS1 than its methylation after
culture with VMAPQSLLL-pulsed cells in the absence of IL-12 plus
IL-18 (Fig. 6c,d).
We next analyzed the global transcriptional imprinting induced
after stimulation of NKG2C+ NK cells from HCMV– donors with
VMAPRTLFL and IL-12 plus IL-18. In addition to resulting in the
trancriptional modulation of SIGLEC7, CD7, SYK and CD2, stimulation with VMAPRTLFL plus IL-12 plus IL-18 resulted in consistent transcriptional modulation of several genes encoding other
markers (encoded molecules in parentheses below) associated with
adaptive NK cells5,7,39, including NCR3 (NKp30), SH2DB1 (EAT2)

and ZBTB32 (PLZP), while the expression of further genes associated with adaptive NK cells7, such as ZBTB16 (PLZF), ZBTB20,
ITGAL or CRTAM, was altered in only some donors (Fig. 6e and
Supplementary Fig. 6c). Functionally, VMAPRTLFL plus IL-12 plus
IL-18 promoted sustained transcription of genes encoding activation and exhaustion markers, such as HLA-DR, TNFRSF9 (4-1BB),
LAG3, CTLA4 and PDCD1 (PD1), as well as of genes encoding
effector molecules, including IFNG, TNF, CCL3, CCL4, IL8, CSF2,
IL10, GZMB and TNFSF10 (TRAIL) (Supplementary Fig. 6d).
Thus, stimulation with VMAPRTLFL and IL-12 plus IL-18 promoted broad transcriptional imprinting of phenotypic and effector
features typical of adaptive NK cells and thus efficiently guided the
differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells from HCMV– donors.
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Finally, to substantiate the data obtained from in vitro systems,
we monitored a cohort of patients who had undergone hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation (HSCT). Patients who had
undergone HSCT and who had reactivated HCMV were compared with their HCMV– counterparts with no detectable viremia
(Supplementary Table 2). In patients undergoing HCMV reactivation, we sequenced the peptide-encoding UL40 region of the strain
that caused the acute infection. Next, after resolution of acute infection, we comparatively analyzed the NK cell phenotype of patients
460

harboring HCMV encoding either VMAPRTLFL or VMAPRTLIL
(Supplementary Fig. 7a). In line with reports of HCMV causing the
population expansion of NKG2C+ NK cells40,41, the frequency of
NKG2C-expressing CD56dim NK cells was elevated in patients with
reactivation of HCMV, although this was not consistently affected
by HCMV strains (Fig. 7a,b), and the frequency of NKG2C+
NK cells was dynamic over time among patients infected with
either the VMAPRTLIL HCMV variant or VMAPRTLFL HCMV
variant (Supplementary Fig. 7c). Notably, the frequency of NK cells
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displaying an adaptive phenotype (CD2+Siglec-7–NKG2A–FcεR1γ–)
was elevated among NKG2C+ NK cells derived from patients infected
with virus encoding VMAPRTLFL (Fig. 7c and Supplementary Fig. 7b).
Conversely, patients infected with VMAPRTLIL variants displayed
varying degrees of differentiation of adaptive NK cells (Fig. 7c,
Supplementary Fig. 7b). Phenotypic alterations were acquired early
after reactivation of HCMV within the NKG2C+ compartment and
remained relatively stable over time (Fig. 7d), which indicated that
this phenomenon was largely uncoupled from the maturation of NK
cells after HSCT. Together with the data from in vitro experiments,
these findings indicated that the recognition of distinct UL40encoded peptides contributed differentially to the accumulation
and differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells during infection
with HCMV.

Discussion

HCMV-induced adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells display several features
that partially recapitulate aspects of T cell biology, including clonallike population expansion, reprogramming of their recognition repertoire and global epigenetic remodeling31. In this study, we have
proposed that expression of NKG2C marks an additional adaptive
feature of innate lymphocytes that equips NKG2C+ NK cells with a
germline-encoded receptor that displays fine peptide specificity and
enables differential recognition of HCMV strains. Such findings are
even more striking given the identification of CD8+ T cells bearing T cell antigen receptors specific for UL40 peptide–HLA-E complexes, which indicates that UL40 is a shared epitope recognized by
both NKG2C+ NK cells and CD8+ T cells42. It seems counterintuitive

that HCMV has maintained an activating ligand for NKG2C despite
extensive co-evolution with its human host. Conversely, UL40encoded peptides have been suggested to serve as a strategy used by
HCMV to evade the immune system by maintaining HLA-E surface
expression in the absence of peptides derived from HLA-A, HLA-B
or HLA-C and thus prevent the activation of NK cells expressing
the cognate inhibitory receptor NKG2A22. Indeed, peptides unable
to stabilize HLA-E are rarely encoded by UL40, which suggests that
expression of UL40 could be an advantage for the virus. However,
our data indicated that the inhibitory function of NKG2A was only
subtly tuned by the recognition of distinct peptides, which probably does not explain highly polymorphic UL40 sequences. On
the contrary, UL40 polymorphisms resulted in NKG2C-mediated
responses with different functional avidities: recognition of potent
HCMV peptides was sufficient for optimal activation of NKG2C+
NK cells, while peptides with lower potency relied more stringently
on co-stimulatory signals. Thus, peptides with lower potency might
provide a window of opportunity for the virus to suppress activation
of NKG2A+ NK cells and simultaneously allow a certain degree of
activation of NKG2C+ NK cells on the host side. Therefore, we propose that immunological pressure mediated by adaptive NKG2C+
NK cells might underlie the heterogeneity of UL40 sequences. This
immunological pressure potentially explains the relative rareness of
the VMAPRTLFL peptide, which displays potent functional avidity
for NKG2C, and the high frequency of UL40-encoded peptides with
low or intermediate avidity for NKG2C.
Interestingly, commonly represented HCMV UL40 peptides
with low or intermediate avidity for NKG2C, such as VMAPRTLIL
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and VMAPRTLVL, closely resemble self peptides derived from
HLA class I. We envisage that these peptides would not promote the
population expansion and differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+ NK
cells at steady state. However, viral mimics with identical sequences
might enable the activation and differentiation of adaptive NKG2C+
NK cells in the presence of pro-inflammatory signaling and downregulation of HLA class I, which concomitantly occur during infection with HCMV. In contrast to the common variants, the rare
UL40-derived peptide VMAPRTLFL, which was particularly efficient in driving the responses of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells, mimics
the signal peptide of HLA-G, the expression of which is restricted to
pregnancy and is upregulated in tumors or during inflammation43.
Given these data, it is conceivable that the activation and population expansion of adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells from HCMV+ people
observed during heterologous infections44,45 could reflect the crossreactivity of NKG2C with other viral or even self peptides in the
presence of co-stimulation and inflammatory conditions.
Structural analyses of CD94–NKG2 heterodimers have indicated
that the carboxyl terminus of peptides presented on HLA-E interacts
mainly with CD9425–27. Intriguingly, our data indicated that engagement of CD94–NKG2A and CD94–NKG2C by peptide–HLA-E
complexes resulted in strikingly different and peptide-dependent
functional consequences. Although NKG2A and NKG2C display
high sequence homology, several amino acids that differ between
the two proteins are located in close proximity to the interface
with CD9425,26. Accordingly, it has been suggested that slight differences between NKG2A and NKG2C in their amino-acid sequences
could alter the conformation or orientation of the CD94–NKG2
heterodimers25,26. Such conformational changes could indirectly
affect the recognition of the carboxy-terminal sequence of HLA-Ebound peptides by CD94, which would result in distinct interaction
strengths and functional avidities of the two heterodimers.
Despite the pivotal role of NKG2C in activating NK cells during
infection and a case report suggesting that NKG2C+ NK cells can
control HCMV infection in the absence of T cells in vivo46, humans
deficient in KLRC2 (which encodes NKG2C) lack an altered clinical phenotype11,47. Such findings indicate the presence of compensatory mechanisms and suggest that the recognition of UL40-derived
peptide–HLA-E complexes by NKG2C does not represent the only
HCMV-derived signal that drives the adaptive responses of specific
NK cell subsets. Indeed, adaptive NKG2C– NK cells expressing activating KIRs have been described in KLRC2-deficient and KLRC2sufficient humans8,11,48, and the recognition of as-yet-unknown viral
ligands by activating KIRs or other receptors could result in the
population expansion and differentiation of adaptive cells within
the NKG2C– compartment. In support of that scenario, it has been
reported that selected HCMV strains can modulate HLA-C on
infected cells and thereby induce the activation of KIR2DS1+ NK
cells49. Similarly, Ly49H-independent control of MCMV by NK cells
has been demonstrated in mouse strains other than C57BL/650,51,
which reinforces the concept that NK cell subsets expressing distinct receptors provide multiple and partially redundant strategies
for the recognition of CMV-infected cells in both humans and mice.
The generation of mouse adaptive Ly49H+ NK cells requires
cross-linking of Ly49H12,13,52 and is enhanced by co-stimulation
with DNAM-153. Furthermore, IL-12 is essential for the population expansion and protective function of virus-specific Ly49H+
NK cells37. Our data indicated that pro-inflammatory signaling via
IL-12 plus IL-18, which has been shown to generate memory-like
NK cell properties independently of CMV infection54,55, resulted in
fundamental phenotypic and functional changes and initiated the
differentiation of adaptive NK cells. However, provision of IL-12
plus IL-18 was not sufficient to expand populations of NKG2C+ NK
cells form HCMV– donors and elicited sustained activation-induced
cell death. After exposure to IL-12 plus IL-18, the strength of
peptide recognition by NKG2C correlated with the numerical
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population expansion of NKG2C+ NK cells, which indicated that the
quality of peptide recognition contributed to the configuration of
variable pools of differentiated adaptive NK cells in infected people.
In conclusion, our data have revealed an exquisite mechanism
for the specific innate recognition of HCMV-infected cells as a previously unknown adaptive property of NKG2C+ NK cells. By recognizing variable UL40-encoded peptides, NKG2C can contribute to
dynamic shifts in the NK cell compartment, favoring the expansion
and differentiation of adaptive subsets on the basis of the strength
of peptide recognition. On the pathogen side, variability in the
UL40 peptide repertoire can be regarded as an adaptation attempt
of HCMV to modulate host responses. Together, peptide recognition by NKG2C and sequence variants of UL40-derived peptides
further expose the well-adapted host–pathogen interaction between
NK cells and HCMV.
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Methods

Human subjects. All analyses of human data were carried out in compliance with
the relevant ethical regulations. Healthy blood donors gave informed consent
at DRK Dresden, Germany, and buffy coats from donors with defined HCMV
serostatus were obtained as approved by Charité ethics committee (EA1/149/12).
PBMCs were isolated by density gradient centrifugation (Ficoll Paque Plus, GE
Healthcare) and PBMCs of HCMV+ donors were screened for the presence of
adaptive NKG2C+ NK cells as previously described56. In brief, co-expression
analysis was employed to detect adaptive CD2+CD57+ILT2+Siglec-7–NKp30–
NKG2A– NK cells within the CD56dim NKG2C+ population. CD56+ cells were
MACS-enriched (CD56 MicroBeads, Miltenyi Biotec) and were either used directly
or cryopreserved in FBS (FBS; Biowest) containing 10% DMSO (Sigma).
Patients undergoing allogeneic hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation either
at the Department of Hematology, Oncology and Tumor Immunology, Charité
– Universitätsmedizin Berlin or at the Department of Hematology, Hemostasis,
Oncology and Stem Cell Transplantation, Hannover Medical School gave informed
consent (Charité ethics committee approval EA1/1/169/14; Hannover Medical
School institutional review board approval #1303-2012, #2032-2013, #2604–2014,
and #2604-2015; the latter cohort has been described previously57). PBMCs were
isolated by density-gradient centrifugation on the day of blood donation and
cryopreserved in FBS containing 10% DMSO. Serum samples from the Charité
cohort were handled and stored at Labor Berlin – Charité Vivantes GmbH.
Cells and cell lines. K562–HLA-E cells21 (provided by E. Weiss, Ludwig
Maximilian University) and RMA-S–HLA-E cells58 (provided by J. Coligan,
National Institutes of Health) were maintained in complete medium (RPMI1640 containing glutamine and supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS, 20 μM
β-mercaptoethanol and 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin; all Thermo Fisher) in
the presence of 400 μg/ml hygromycin B and 1 mg/ml G418 (both InvivoGen),
respectively. RMA-S–HLA-E cells were transfected by electroporation (Cell Line
Nucleofector Kit T, Lonza) with pUNO1-hLFA3a plasmid (InvivoGen). RMA-S–
HLA-E–LFA-3 cells were sorted by flow cytometry for high expression of LFA-3
and were selected and maintained in complete medium containing both 400 μg/ml
hygromycin B and 25 μg/ml blasticidin (InvivoGen). Primary human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased from Lonza and were maintained
in EGM-2 (Lonza) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To assess
HLA haplotypes and respective KIR ligands, DNA extracted from HUVECs
was typed for HLA-B and HLA-C at low resolution and high resolution,
respectively, by the Center for Transfusion Medicine and Cell Therapy,
Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin.
Amplification, sequencing and analysis of UL40-encoded peptide sequences.
DNA was extracted from serum or plasma samples using QIAmp DNA Micro Kit
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A partial HCMV UL40
sequence was amplified with a nested PCR approach (primer sets, Supplementary
Table 4) using AccuPrime high fidelity DNA Polymerase (ThermoFisher), and PCR
products were sequenced at Eurofins Genomics. At least two independent DNA
extractions, PCRs and sequencing reactions were performed for each sample.
165 published UL40 sequences were obtained from GenBank (NCBI) and
combined with 52 newly determined sequences from patient samples. The
integrated dataset (Supplementary Table 1) was analyzed using BioEdit (Ibis
Biosciences), SerialCloner (SerialBasics) and WebLogo59 (University of California).
Flow cytometry. Cell suspensions were stained with various combinations
of fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies (Supplementary Table 3), following
established guidelines61. Dead cells were excluded using LIVE/DEAD Fixable
Violet Dead Cell Stain Kit, Fixable Viability Dye eFluor780 (both ThermoFisher),
or Zombie Aqua Fixable Viability Kit (BioLegend). For intracellular staining,
cells were fixed with 2% PFA (EMS Sciences) and were permeabilized with
Permeabilizing Solution 2 (BD Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Staining of HCMV-IE in HUVEC was performed using the
Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Set (eBioscience) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Data were acquired on a LSR Fortessa or
FACSymphony (both BD Biosciences). FlowJo v9.9 and vX software (FlowJo), as
well as SPICE software62 (NIAID), were used for analysis. A FACSAria, FACSAria
II or Influx instrument (all BD Biosciences) was used for cell-sorting experiments.
HLA-E surface stabilization. HLA-E surface stabilization was induced as
described previously30. In brief, 300 μM synthetic peptides (Peptides&Elephants)
were added to target cells cultured at a density of 2 ×  106 cells per ml in serum-free
Opti-MEM (ThermoFisher) and were incubated for 16 h at 37 °C. Peptide-pulsed
cells were either stained for flow-cytometry analysis of HLA-E surface expression
or washed with complete medium and used in co-cultures. For pulse–chase
experiments, cells were pulsed as above, washed twice, and resuspended in
Opti-MEM without peptide. HLA-E surface expression was monitored by flow
cytometry at indicated time points.
In vitro stimulation of NK cells. CD56+ MACS-enriched cells were stained with
viability dye, anti-CD3 and anti-CD56 (clones, catalog numbers and suppliers,

Supplementary Table 3), sorted by flow cytometry for viable CD3– CD56+ NK cells,
and rested overnight in complete medium. Purified NK cells were stimulated by
co-culture for 6 h, at a NK cell/target cell ratio of 2:1, with irradiated (30 Gy) target
cells pulsed with peptide (300 μM), in the presence of 300 μM synthetic peptides.
Anti-CD107a (Supplementary Table 3) was added at the start of the assay, and
GolgiStop and GolgiPlug (both BD Biosciences) were added 1 h after start of the
stimulation.
For blocking experiments, viable CD3–CD56dimNKG2A–NKG2C+ NK
cells sorted by flow cytometry and rested, followed by treatment with 20 μg/ml
IgG1 isotype-matched control antibody or anti-CD94 (both R&D Systems;
Supplementary Table 3) for 15 min before start of the co-culture.
For infection experiments, 2.5 ×  104 HUVECs homozygous for both HLA-C1
and HLA-Bw4 were seeded in 48-well plates and were infected with HCMV TB40R
variants in serum-free medium at a multiplicity of infection of 3–5. After 24 h,
HUVECs were washed and further incubated in EGM-2. At 48 h after infection,
HUVECs were washed and then co-cultured for 6 h with 5 ×  104 viable CD3–CD56+
NK cells sorted by flow cytometry and rested or primed overnight with IFN-α
(25 ng/ml; Miltenyi). Anti-CD107a (Supplementary Table 3) was added at the
start of the assay, and GolgiStop and GolgiPlug (both BD Biosciences) were added
1 h after start of the stimulation.
Cytotoxicity assay. CD56+ MACS-enriched cells were stained with viability dye,
anti-CD3, and anti-CD56 (Supplementary Table 3), sorted by flow cytometry for
viable CD3– CD56+ NK cells, and rested overnight in complete medium. Varying
numbers of purified NK cells were co-cultured with 2 ×  104 RMA-S–HLA-E target
cells labeled with CellTrace Violet (ThermoFisher) and pulsed with peptide (300 μM),
which resulted in NK cell/target cell ratios ranging from 0.1 to 10. To control
for spontaneous cell death, target cells were in parallel cultured in the absence
of NK cells. After 6 h, cell suspensions were stained for viability of target cells
using Fixable Viability Dye eFluor780 (ThermoFisher) and were analyzed by flow
cytometry. Percent cytotoxicity was calculated as follows: (% dead target cells in
experimental condition – % dead target cells in spontaneous control) / (100% –
% dead target cells in spontaneous control) ×  100.
In vitro culture of NK cells. CD56+ MACS-enriched cells from HCMV– donors
were stained with viability dye, anti-CD3 and anti-CD56 (Supplementary Table 3),
sorted by flow cytometry for viable CD3–CD56dim NK cells, and rested overnight
in complete medium. Purified CD56dim NK cells were labeled with 2 μM CellTrace
Violet (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 5 ×  105
labeled NK cells were cultured with 1 ×  105 irradiated (30 Gy) target cells pulsed
with peptide (300 μM), in complete medium containing 10 ng/ml IL-15 (Miltenyi
Biotec) in U-bottomed 96-well plates (Greiner Bio-One) for the indicated times.
Complete medium containing IL-15 was replaced every third to fourth day. On
days 4, 7 and 11 of culture, 1 ×  105 fresh peptide-pulsed, irradiated target cells were
added to the cultures.
Where indicated, 10 ng/ml IL-12 (Miltenyi Biotec) and 100 ng/ml IL-18 (MBL)
were added at the start of co-culture. After 20 h of culture, the cells were washed
three times and were resuspended in complete medium containing 10 ng/ml IL-15.
Control wells without IL-12 plus IL-18 were treated in the same way.
To determine the number of NKG2C+ NK cells per microliter of culture
medium at various time points, CountBright Absolute Counting Beads
(ThermoFisher) were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Proliferation and replication indices60 of NKG2C+ cells were calculated using
the proliferation analysis platform included in FlowJo v9.9 (FlowJo) and were
normalized to those of NKG2C– cells in the same conditions.
For assessment of KIR ligands present in individual donors to determine
educating KIR (i.e., self MHC–specific KIR), DNA extracted from PBMCs
was typed for HLA-B and HLA-C at low resolution and high resolution,
respectively, by the Center for Transfusion Medicine and Cell Therapy, Charité –
Universitätsmedizin Berlin.
Expression analysis of HCMV UL40. RNA was extracted fom HUVECs at
indicated time points after infection using the Nucleospin RNA kit (Macherey
Nagel) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Viral genomic DNA was
eliminated by in-solution rDNase digestion for 10 min at 37 °C. RNA was
re-purified by addition of 2.5 volumes ethanol (Sigma) and 0.1 volume 3 M sodium
acetate (Thermo Fisher) and incubation at –20 °C overnight. Precipitated RNA was
washed with 70% ethanol, dried and resuspended in RNase-free H2O. 50 ng RNA
were reverse-transcribed with TaqMan Reverse Transcription Reagents (Applied
Biosciences). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using Maxima SYBR
Green/ROX qPCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher) in a StepOnePlus system (Applied
Biosciences) using UL40_nested and hGAPDH primer pairs (Supplementary
Table 4). Specificity of amplification was assessed by melting-curve analysis, gel
electrophoresis and controls without reverse transcription to confirm complete
digestion of genomic DNA.
Generation of HCMV mutant viral strains. HCMV mutants encoding different
UL40 peptides were constructed using the bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)
TB40-BAC463 containing the genome of the HCMV strain TB40/E. For reinsertion
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of viral genes US2–US6 deleted in TB40-BAC4, two-step replacement mutagenesis
based on homologous recombination in Escherichia coli64 was performed using
the shuttle plasmid pUH1565. The resulting BAC TB40R was further modified
by addition of the gene encoding Cre recombinase and loxP sites flanking the
BAC vector sequences to allow self-excision upon introduction into HCMVpermissive cells. A gpt gene in BAC TB40R was replaced with a tetracyclineresistance marker by en passant mutagenesis in E. coli strain GS178366 and using
a PCR fragment amplified with primers US2-lox-tet.for (primer sequences using
during mutagenesis, Supplementary Table 5) and G-lox-tet.rev and template
plasmid pori6K-Tet (M.M., data not shown). The PCR product was recombined
with TB40R, which gave rise to TB40R-lox-Tet, into which the Cre recombinase
sequences were inserted. To this end, a template plasmid was generated containing
sequences for a polyomavirus promoter, an intron-containing Cre-encoding gene
with internal insertion of a kanamycin-resistance marker (kanR) and a loxP site.
The kanR marker (with an adjacent I-SceI restriction site) was amplified with
primers pIC1.for and MC-Cre.rev with plasmid pori6K-RIT (M. M., data not
shown) as template, and the PCR fragment for the Cre gene was amplified with
primers kanR-ISce.for and pIC.rev and template plasmid pMC-Cre-Intron (E.M.B.,
data not shown; pMC-Cre-Intron contains the Cre-encoding gene of plasmid
pGS40367, which was provided by G. Smith, Northwestern University). The
resulting PCR products were added to vector pIC168 next to a loxP site by Gibson
assembly69 using the Gibson Assembly Master Mix according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (NEB). Integrity of the plasmid pIC-kanR-Cre-Intron was verified
by restriction analysis and sequencing. A PCR fragment was produced from
pIC-kanR-Cre-Intron with primer pair loxPUS2.for and KanRITyellow.rev, and
recombined with TB40R-lox-Tet, followed by seamless excision of the kanR cassette
as described66. The final HCMV BAC, TB40R-Cre, served for mutagenesis of the
UL40 sequences. To mutate the UL40 region, the following primer pairs were used
with pori6K-RIT as template: UL40_VMAPRTLIL.for and UL40_VMAPRTLIL.
rev, UL40_VMAPRTLFL.for and UL40_VMAPRTLFL.rev, and UL40_
VMAPQSLLL.for and UL40_VMAPQSLLL.rev. En passant mutagenesis using
the resulting PCR products and BAC TB40R-Cre, followed by excision of the kanR
marker as reported66, gave rise to recombinant HCMV BAC genomes containing
UL40 genes encoding VMAPRTLFL, VMAPRTLIL or VMAPQSLLL. Successful
mutagenesis was confirmed by restriction analysis and sequencing of the relevant
parts within the BAC genomes. Viral mutants were reconstituted by transfection
of human foreskin fibroblasts (HFFs; Merck Millipore; cultured as outlined
elsewhere64) by adenofection as described70,71. Viral stock was produced by seeding
1 ×  107 HFFs into four T75 flasks, followed by infection the next day in serum-free
medium at a multiplicity of infection of 1, followed by centrifugal enhancement
at 950 g for 30 min. 5 d after infection, supernatants were harvested and cleared of
cellular debris by centrifugation at 3,500 g for 45 min, then the virus was pelleted
by ultracentrifugation in an SW32 rotor at 143,000 g for 60 min and was stored at
–80 °C in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, containing 12 mM KCl, 5 mM Na2EDTA,and
20% FBS. Viral titers were determined by plaque assay on HFF64.
Mathematical model of NK cell proliferation. For mathematical analysis of the
kinetic NK cell proliferation data, the following model was used:
N0 (t ) = (1−φ (t )) + χ e−kd t

(1)

dN1
= 2ψ (t ) −ψ (t −tdiv ) e−kdtdiv−kdN1 (t ) ,
dt

(2)

Ni (t ) = (2e−kd tdiv )

i −1

N1 (t − [i−1] tdiv ),

i = 2, …, ∞

(3)

with initial conditions N1 (0) = 0, Ni (t ) = 0 for t ≤ 0.
Here, Ni (t ) is the number of cells in the i-th generation at time t, given as
‘fold change’ with respect to the cell number at time 0. χ is the fraction of nondividing cells, ψ (t ) is a normalized probability density determining the time
until the first division of each cell (also known as precursor frequency), and φ (t )
is the cumulative probability distribution to ψ (t ) . Furthermore, kd is the death
rate, and tdiv is the division time (the time required for completion of each cell
division after the first division), which is assumed to be constant and deterministic.
From equations 1–3, we can compute the total cell number at each time point as
∞
C (t ) = ∑i =0 Ni(t ).
Equations 2–3 are a variant of the well-established Gett–Hodgkin model38, for
which a convenient analytical formulion was described71. Since the cell-number
data in our study showed substantial initial cell death before the onset of clonal
expansion, we additionally considered generation N0 (equation 1). That generation
consists of dividing cells that have not yet divided (first term), as well as nondividing cells, which we take as decaying with the same death rate as dividing cells
(second term). To be consistent with our observation that almost all cells present at
day 7 had divided at least once across conditions (Supplementary Figs. 4e and 5a),
we set the fraction of non-dividing cells to χ = 0.05∕e−kd tp, t p = 6 days. For
precursor frequencies, we have experimental measurements at days 1–7 from the
CellTrace data analysis (Supplementary Figs. 4e and 5a) that we found to be well

described by the cumulative distribution function φ (t ) to the gamma distribution
tα − 1e−βt
ψ (t ) = Γ (α)β −α (Supplementary Fig. 5b,c). Thus, the only free model parameters
were division time tdiv and death rate kd . These values were obtained by non-linear
optimization with respect to experimentally measured cell numbers (Fig. 5f and
Supplementary Fig. 5e,f).
For all curve fitting procedures, the function fitnlm in Matlab (Mathworks,
version R2017b) was used. For this purpose, experimentally obtained kinetic data
were averaged across donors and the variability between donors at each time point
was considered by weighting the averaged data by the weights wl = 1∕σl2, where σl is
the standard deviation across donors at the l-th measurement time point.
Validation of methylation profiles using next generation sequencing. For
PCR amplicon design, locus-specific primers were designed using an in-house
bisulfite primer design tool (primer sequences, Supplementary Table 4). To validate
methylation profiles of IFNG regulatory region CNS1 after in vitro culture of NK
cells from HCMV– donors, samples were sorted for viable CD56+ NKG2C+ cells
at day 7 and DNA was isolated using QIAmp DNA Micro kit (Qiagen) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic DNA was bisulfite-converted using
the EZ DNA Methylation Gold Kit (Zymo Research) following the manufacturer’s
protocol, and PCR was performed with Hot FirePol DNA Polymerase and Buffer
(both Solis BioDyne) using the following program: 15 min at 95 °C; 40 cycles of
1 min at 95 °C, 2.5 min at 56 °C, and 40 s at 72 °C; and then 7 min at 72 °C. PCR
products were purified using Agencourt AMPure XP Beads (Beckman Coulter).
Amplicon NGS tags were finalized with HotStartTaq polymerase and buffer
(both Qiagen) using the following program: 15 min at 97 °C; and five cycles of
30 s at 97 °C, 30 s at 60 °C and 30 s at 72 °C. Purified samples were quantified by
Qubit High Sensitivity Assay (Life Technologies) and diluted to 10 nM. Finally, all
samples were pooled and amplicons were pair-end sequenced (2 × 300 nt) with
two index reads using a MiSeq reagent kit V2 chemistry on Illumina MiSeq (both
Illumina). Raw sequencing data underwent quality control using FastQC (v0.10.3;
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) and trimmed for
adaptors and low quality bases using cutadapt (v1.3; https://code.google.com/p/
cutadapt/) and Trim Galore! (v0.3.3; http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/
projects/trim_galore/). Paired reads were joined using FLASh (http://ccb.jhu.edu/
software/FLASH/). Reads were sorted by (i) the NGS barcode adaptors to assign
Sample ID and (ii) the initial 15 bp to assign amplicon ID. Sorted data was loaded
into BiQAnalyzer HiMod software (http://biq-analyzer-himod.bioinf.mpi-inf.mpg.
de/) using the following settings: analyzed methylation context set to“C”, minimal
sequence identity set to 0.9 and minimal conversion rate set to 0.95. Filtered high
quality reads were used for methylation calls of the respective CpG and analyzed
using in-house R-scripts.
Gene expression analyses using next generation sequencing. To assess
transcriptome profiles after in vitro culture of NK cells from HCMV– donors,
samples were sorted for viable CD56+ NKG2C+ cells at day 7 and total RNA was
isolated using RNeasy Plus Micro kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Illumina libraries were prepared using Smart-Seq v4 mRNA Ultra
Low Input RNA Kit (Clontech) and Nextera XT DNA Sample Preparation Kit
(Illumina), with up to 10 ng of purified cDNA, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Libraries were paired-end sequenced (2 × 75 bp) on an Illumina
NextSeq500 device. Raw sequences were mapped to human GRCh37/hg19 genome
with TopHat272 in very sensitive settings for Bowtie273 and GENCODE annotation
release 19 (GRCh37.p13). Per gene counts were calculated using featureCounts74
and gene expression analyses were performed using DESeq2 1.1875. Heat maps
for selected genes were generated using z-scores of rlog-transformed read counts,
clustered by Pearson correlation and Ward minimum variance method.
Statistical analysis. Statistical parameters, including sample size, employed
statistical tests, and statistical significance are reported in the figure legends. Two
groups of paired samples were compared with the two-tailed Wilcoxon test, while
three or more groups of paired samples were analyzed using the Friedman test with
Dunn’s post-test to control for multiple comparisons. Datasets of paired samples
containing two variables (for example, different peptide sequences and different
concentrations) were compared with repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni correction. First-order kinetics of decay in HLA-E surface expression
obtained from pulse–chase experiments were analyzed by linear regression and
ANCOVA. Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad PRISM 7 (Graph
Pad Software) using a confidence level of 0.95, and P values above 0.05 were
considered not significant.
Reporting Summary. Further information on experimental design and reagents is
available in the Reporting Summary.
Data and code availability. Sequencing data of DNA from 52 HCMV isolates
are deposited in GenBank and accessible through GenBank accession codes
MG934374 through MG934425 (52 codes; Supplementary Table 1). Transcriptome
data are deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus under accession code GSE109823.
The data that support the findings of this study, as well as custom codes used in
this study, are available from the corresponding author on request.
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Experimental design

1. Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined.

Generally, Gaussian distributions were not assumed but non-parametric tests were
used to determine statistical significance.
Since the majority of experiments was designed for the comparison of paired
samples, approaches such as the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test (for two
variables) or the Friedman test with Dunn’s post test (for three or more variables)
were employed. Using these tests, strong effects (Dz>0.8) can be detected at a
power level of 0.8 with as few as 6 samples (for calculations and simulations,
please refer to Sieh et al., J Stat Comput Simul 2007). Accordingly, n=6 was used as
a minimal sample size for most experimental settings.
To detect more subtle effects (Dz>0.6; e.g. comparing several variables with each
other) at a power level of 0.8, the sample size was scaled up to 9, 12, or 15.
All sample sizes are indicated in the corresponding figure legends.
Details on the statistical analyses are provided in the Methods section.
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2. Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions.

No data was excluded.

3. Replication
Describe whether the experimental findings were
reliably reproduced.

All attempts of replication were successful and data presented (except from
analysis of individual patients) are obtained from at least 2 independent
experiments, as stated in the corresponding Figure Legends.

4. Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were
allocated into experimental groups.

There was no randomization of samples or study participants before analysis.
Therefore, all samples or patients were included in our analysis.

5. Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to
group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.

The experiments were performed in a non-blinded fashion. Internal negative
controls were used to obtain unbiased data (for instance to set gate boundaries in
flow cytometric analyses).

Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
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6. Statistical parameters

n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same
sample was measured repeatedly
A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more
complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted
A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
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For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the
Methods section if additional space is needed).

Software

Policy information about availability of computer code

7. Software
Describe the software used to analyze the data in this
study.

GraphPad Prism 7 for statistical analyses. FlowJo v9.9 and vX for analysis of flow
cytometric data. SPICE for co-expression/polyfunctionality of flow cytometric data.
BioEdit, SerialCloner, and WebLogo for UL40 sequence data. StepOnePlus software
for UL40 expression analysis. Matlab for NK cell proliferation modeling.
FastQC, cutadapt, Trim Galore!, FLASh, BiQAnalyzer HiMod, and R for DNA
methylation data. TopH2, Bowtie2, featureCounts, DeSeq2, and R for global gene
expression data.

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made
available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for
providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.
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Materials and reagents

Policy information about availability of materials

8. Materials availability
Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of
unique materials or if these materials are only available
for distribution by a for-profit company.

There are no restrictions on the availability of materials used in this study.
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9. Antibodies

Antibody;Supplier;Catalogue number
CD14 BV510 (clone: M5E2);BioLegend;Cat#301842
CD19 BV510 (clone: HIB19);BioLegend;Cat#302242
CD2 PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone: RPA-2.10);BioLegend;Cat#300216
CD3 PE-Cy5 (clone: UCHT1);BioLegend;Cat#300410
CD56 PE-Dazzle594 (clone: HCD56);BioLegend;Cat#318348
CD57 Pacific Blue (clone: HCD57);BioLegend;Cat#322316
HLA class I Pacific Blue (clone: W6/32);BioLegend;Cat#311418
IgM BV605 (clone: RMM-1);BioLegend;Cat#406523
KIR3DL1 Alexa700 (clone: DX9);BioLegend;Cat#312712
KIR3DL1 PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone: DX9);BioLegend;Cat#312718
LFA-3 PE (clone: TS2/9);BioLegend;Cat#330905
LFA-3 Purified (clone: TS2/9);BioLegend;Cat#330912
Streptavidin BV785;BioLegend;Cat#405249
TNF BV605 (clone: Mab11);BioLegend;Cat#502936
CD7 FITC (clone: CD7-6B7);BioLegend;Cat#982704
CD161 BV785 (clone: HP-3G10);BioLegend);Cat#339930
CD3 Cy5 (clone: UCHT1);In house;N/A
FceR1g FITC (rabbit polyclonal);Merck Millipore;Cat#FCABS400F
HCMV-IE Alexa488 (clone: 8B1.2);Merck Millipore;Cat#MAB810X
DNAM-1 PE-Vio770 (clone: DX11);Miltenyi;Cat#130-099-966
CCL3 APC (clone: REA254);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-103-630
HLA-E PE (clone: 3D12);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-096-849
IFN-g PE-Vio770 (clone: 45-15);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-096-752
KIR2DL1 APC (clone: REA284);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-103-935
KIR2DL1 APC-Vio770 (clone: REA284);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-103-937
KIR2DL3 FITC (clone: REA147);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-100-125
NKG2A Biotin (clone: REA110);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-098-819
NKG2A PE-Vio770 (REA110);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-105-647
NKG2C PE (clone: REA205);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-103-635
Siglec-7 APC-Vio770 (clone: REA214);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-101-009
Siglec-7 PE-Vio700 (clone: REA214);Miltenyi Biotec;Cat#130-100-975
KIR2DL2/2DS2/2DL3 Alexa700 (clone: GL183);A. Morretta (in house conjugated);N/
A
CD94 unconjugated (clone: #131412);RnD Systems;Cat#MAB1058
IgG1 isotype control unconjugated (clone: #11711);RnD Systems;Cat#MAB002
CD107a Alexa488 (clone: H3A4);ThermoFisher;Cat#65-0865-18
CD57 unconjugated (clone: TBO1);ThermoFisher;Cat#16-0577-85
Syk APC (clone: 4D10.1);ThermoFisher;Cat#17-6696-42
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Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated All antibodies used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table 3 and provided
for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species). as comma-separated values below.

Several lots of each antibody were used in the experimental work. Commercially
available antibodies were validated by the corresponding manufacturer.
The not commercially available antibody clones GL183 and UCHT1 were validated
by co-staining with commercially available clones REA147 and UCHT1, respectively.
All antibodies were titrated in serial dilutions to ensure optimal performance in
each assay and used following established guidelines (Cossarizza et al., EJI, 2017).
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a. State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used.

K562/HLA-E: obtained from E. Weiss (Ulbrecht et al., JI 2000)
RMA-S/HLA-E: obtained from J. Coligan (Borrego et al., JEM 1998)
RMA-S/HLA-E/LFA-3: generated in this study, details available in the methods
section.
HUVECs: purchased from Lonza.
Fibroblasts: purchased from Merck Millipore.

b. Describe the method of cell line authentication used.

Phenotypic analysis by flow cytometry (e.g. staining of the protein product
encoded by the transgene) and functional validation in assays.

c. Report whether the cell lines were tested for
mycoplasma contamination.

Routinely tested (every 1-2 months) negative for mycoplasma by using a
commercially available kit.

d. If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by
ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.

Used cell lines are not listed in the latest database (version 8.0)

Animals and human research participants

Policy information about studies involving animals; when reporting animal research, follow the ARRIVE guidelines
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10. Eukaryotic cell lines

11. Description of research animals
Provide details on animals and/or animal-derived
materials used in the study.

No animals were used in this study.
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12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population
characteristics of the human research participants.

Due to German Data Privacy laws, no data such as gender or age are legally
available for healthy blood donors from the German Red Cross.
All available data of patients (after having given informed consent) are listed in the
supplementary material (Supplementary Table 2) and listed below as commaseparated values.

June 2017

Patient ID;Age;Gender;Diagnosis;Conditioning;Graft type;GvHD prophylaxis;HCMV
serostatus pre Tx;Time of HCMV reactivation in days post Tx (detection
method);UL40 encoded peptide sequence;Time of phenotype analysis in days post
Tx;CD56bright of CD3- CD56+ (%);NKG2A+ of CD56dim (%);NKG2C+ of CD56dim
(%);CD2+ NKG2A– Siglec-7– FceR1g– of NKG2C+ (%)
1636;69;Male;AML;BCNU/Flu/Mel;10 / 10;ATG/CsA/MMF;Negative;Not
detected;N/A;180;7,59;45,1;7,26;0,57
1555;66;Female;AML;FLAMSA/Bu/Cy;10 / 10;ATG/CsA/MMF;Negative;Not
detected;N/A;180;18,9;73,7;10,3;1,33
1637;62;Male;AML;BCNU/Flu/Mel;10 / 10;ATG/CsA/MMF;Negative;Not
detected;N/A;180;3,88;36,5;9,32;0,30
1642;39;Male;Hodgkin;Cy/Flu/TBI;Mismatched sibling;Cyclo/CsA/
MMF;Negative;Not detected;N/A;60;29,7;88,9;10,8;0,90
1553;30;Female;CML;Bu/Cy;10 / 10;ATG/CsA/MTX;Negative;Not detected;N/
A;60;38,6;69,6;6,05;0,76
#018;58;Female;AML;Bu/Flu/ATG;10 / 10 sibling;CsA/MMF;Negative;Not
detected;N/A;35;45,0;81,2;8,56;0,00
#050;52;Male;AML;TBI/Flu/Cy/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MMF;Negative;Not detected;N/
A;119;72,9;94,1;9,73;0,67
#063;71;Male;AML;TBI/Flu/Cy/ATG;9 / 10;CsA/MMF;Negative;Not detected;N/
A;35;42,5;91.0;3,97;7,16
#071;60;Male;AML;Bu/Flu/ATG;10/10 sibling;CsA/MMF;Negative;Not detected;N/
A;153;29,7;88,9;8,49;2,75
#078;72;Male;AML;TBI/Flu/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MMF;Negative;Not detected;N/
A;101;57,3;56,5;7,05;0,77
1553;33;Female;AML;FLAMSA-Bu;9 / 10;ATG/CsA/MMF;Positive;30-60
(pp65);VMAPRTLIL;120;5,44;33,7;38,7;5,49
1606;40;Female;CML;Bu/Cy;10 / 10;ATG/CsA/MTX;Positive;60
(pp65);VMAPRTLIL;180;27,1;41,6;37,9;9,89
1628;56;Male;MDS;FLAMSA/Bu;9 / 10;ATG/CsA/MMF;Positive;120
(pp65);VMAPRTLIL;180;5,41;27,0;25,1;22,4
1630;70;Female;AML;BCNU/Flu/Mel;10 / 10;ATG/CsA/MMF;Positive;60
(pp65);VMAPRTLIL;180;18,6;81,4;21,2;33,2
1640;29;Male;AML;Thio/Bu/Flu;Mismatched sibling;Cyclo/CsA/MMF;Positive;30
(pp65);VMAPRTLIL;180;19,6;74,0;24,8;14,4
#074;53;Female;AML;TBI/Cy/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MTX;Positive;12
(viremia);VMAPRTLIL;105;13,7;79,4;17,5;3,25
#033;21;Male;ALL;TBI/Cy/ATG;9 / 10;CsA/MTX;Positive;25
(viremia);VMAPRTLIL;53;31,6;85,5;10,8;0,36
#069;65;Female;AML;Bu/Flu/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MTX;Positive;31
(viremia);VMAPRTLIL;46;13,9;87,9;9,10;2,86
#008;43;Male;AML;TBI/Cy/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MTX;Positive;12
(viremia);VMAPRTLIL;55;13,9;91,2;8,61;2,66
#023;52;Female;AML;Bu/Flu/ATG;9 / 10;CsA/MMF;Positive;12
(viremia);VMAPRTLIL;215;9,31;53,1;10,8;9,74
#087;58;Male;AML;Bu/Flu/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MMF;Positive;27
(viremia);VMAPRTLFL;190;11,4;26,4;49,9;46,9
#075;60;Male;MDS;Bu/Flu/ATG;10 / 10;CsA/MMF + Basiliximab;Positive;104
(viremia);VMAPRTLFL;278;17,8;78,6;15,3;35,2
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Data presentation

For all flow cytometry data, confirm that:
1. The axis labels state the marker and fluorochrome used (e.g. CD4-FITC).
2. The axis scales are clearly visible. Include numbers along axes only for bottom left plot of group (a 'group' is an analysis of
identical markers).
3. All plots are contour plots with outliers or pseudocolor plots.
4. A numerical value for number of cells or percentage (with statistics) is provided.
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Methodological details

5. Describe the sample preparation.

PBMC from peripheral blood of either healthy blood donors or patients
undergoing transplantation was isolated by gradient centrifugation as
described in the Methods section. PBMC or CD56+ MACS-enriched (CD56
MicroBeads, Miltenyi Biotec) cells were and either used directly or
cryopreserved in fetal bovine serum (FBS; Biowest) containing 10% DMSO
(Sigma). Samples were prepared following established guidelines
(Cossarizza et al., EJI, 2017).

6. Identify the instrument used for data collection.

Fortessa LSRII (Special Order Research Product) or Symphony instruments
(both BD Biosciences) were used for cell analysis. Aria I or Aria II (both BD
Biosciences) were used for cell sorting.

7. Describe the software used to collect and analyze
the flow cytometry data.

Diva v8 software (BD Biosciences) was used for data acquisition and FlowJo
v9.9 and vX (FlowJo LLC) as well as SPICE (NIH) were used for data analysis.

8. Describe the abundance of the relevant cell
populations within post-sort fractions.

Routinely >95% as assessed by post-sort measurement of samples.

9. Describe the gating strategy used.

Please see Supplementary Fig. 1c for gating strategy.
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Tick this box to confirm that a figure exemplifying the gating strategy is provided in the Supplementary Information.
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